thoughtful.
purposeful.
innovative.

No-Scratch®
Product Line

Why Sportworks® ?
We love bikes. Always have, always will. When we set out to redesign bike parking, we saw a lot of opportunity to create products that are functional and design-minded. This had been a marriage that seemed to
be missing in the market. Luckily for us, we create products that resonate with people who ride bikes and
design professionals alike. Because we do things differently, we want to explain a bit about our products
and the materials that we use.
SANTOPRENE™ is a thermoplastic compound that is manufactured through processes similar to plastic, but
different in that Santoprene™ behaves like rubber compounds with high levels of flexibility and durability,
along with excellent longevity in both heat and cold. We needed something that is vandal resistant, but still
had a soft touch that is friendly toward bikes. We chose it for our No-Scratch® line of products for these
reasons. Additionally, Santoprene™ is 100% recyclable, so it fits well into our environmental commitment.
304 GRADE STAINLESS STEEL is our preferred metal of choice to use for our bike parking products. For years,
the market has been told a story that stainless steel has to be prohibitively expensive. We didn’t agree and set
out to change that narrative. And we have. Our bike racks are becoming the preferred choice for municipalities,
developers, advocates and architects around the country because of the blend of durability, functionality and
design. Can we still manufacture that purple powder-coated or galvanized rack? We sure can, but we’re pretty
confident that once you see our pricing on stainless and figure out the total cost of ownership for the powdercoated and galvanized racks that you have been using, you will join the shift to Sportworks®.
Give us a call on your next project. We’re transforming bike parking and we would love to have you along
for the ride.

Westport No-Scratch®

Tofino No-Scratch®
“Conform and be dull.” -J.
Frank Dobie

3000 Series

“Don’t settle for
status quo.” - Anonymous

3001 Series

Oahu No-Scratch®
“Life may not be about your
bike, but it sure can help you
get through it.” - Hallman

modern.

bike friendly.

versatile.

Specifications

Specifications

Specifications

• 304 Grade Stainless Steel with Santoprene™
bumper (also available in mild steel)
• 12 day lead time
• Surface/in-ground mounting options
• 2 bike capacity
• Patented design
• 100% recyclable materials
• Ability to lock frame and wheel
• Listed with Declare (www.declareproducts.com)
• Dimensions: 28”x33”
• Made in USA

• 304 Grade Stainless Steel with Santoprene™
bumper (also available in mild steel)
• 12 day lead time
• Surface/in-ground mounting options
• 2 bike capacity
• Patented design
• 100% recyclable materials
• Ability to lock frame and wheel
• Listed with Declare (www.declareproducts.com)
• Dimensions: 14.5”x33”
• Made in USA

3018 Series

• 304 Grade Stainless Steel with Santoprene™
bumper (also available in mild steel)
• 12 day lead time
• Sturdy mounting options
• 2 bike capacity
• Patented design
• 100% recyclable materials
• Ability to lock frame and wheel
• Dimensions: 36”x32”
• Made in USA

Plaza High Density
Product Line

Plaza High Density Double Sided Rack
Series
“We cannot solve our problems with3001
the same
thinking we used when we created them.”
-Einstein

3010 Series

Plaza High Density Single Sided Rack
3001 isSeries
“More than any other emotion, melancholy
incompatible with bicycling.”
- James E. Starrs

sophisticated.

organized.

Specifications

Specifications

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

304 Grade Stainless Steel (also available in mild steel)
15 day lead time
Multiple mounting options
8 or 12 bike capacity
Exclusive design
100% recyclable materials
Ability to lock frame and wheel
Dimensions: varied
Made in USA

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

304 Grade Stainless Steel (also available in mild steel)
15 day lead time
Multiple mounting options
4 or 6 bike capacity
Exclusive design
100% recyclable materials
Ability to lock frame and wheel
Dimensions: varied
Made in USA

3012 Series

Plaza Jr. High Density Single Sided Rack
Series
“The bicycle is a curious vehicle. Its3001
passenger
is
its engine.” - John Howard

3013 Series

Plaza Jr. High Density Double Sided
3001 Series
“Innovation is anything but business as usual.” - Anonymous

original.

creative.

Specifications

Specifications

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

304 Grade Stainless Steel (also available in mild steel)
15 day lead time
Specifically designed for kids’ bikes, but fits adult bikes too
6 bike capacity
Exclusive design
100% recyclable materials
Ability to lock frame and wheel
Dimensions: varied
Made in USA

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3011 Series

304 Grade Stainless Steel (also available in mild steel)
15 day lead time
Specifically designed for kids’ bikes, but fits adult bikes too
12 bike capacity
Exclusive design
100% recyclable materials
Ability to lock frame and wheel
Dimensions: varied
Made in USA

Vertical
Product Line

Vertical+ Bike Rack
“Ideas are useless unless
used.” -T. Levitt

Interbay Bike Rack
3003 Series

“Necessity is the mother of
invention.” -Plato

Crossroads Bike Rack
1008 Series

“Cycle tracks will abound in
Utopia.” -H.G. Wells

1009 Series

modular.

intelligent.

functional.

Specifications

Specifications

Specifications

• Exclusive no-sag truss design
• 12 day lead time
• Proprietary anti-theft construction and benefits
including square tube design
• 1-18 bike capacity per 10’ section
• Floor, wall and individual mounting options available
• Rear tire support
• 100% recyclable materials
• U-lock compatible
• Gear hanger
• Endless configurability
• Single or double-sided

• Two models designed to secure one or two
bikes with U-lock or cable lock
• Well suited for installation in a parking stall
• Thermoplastic coated to protect bike
frames
• Easily mounts to wood frame as well as
concrete walls
• Dimensions: 26”x19”
• Made in USA

• 304 Grade Stainless Steel with Santoprene™
wheel hook
• Optional 5’ cable to secure bike
• 12 day lead time
• Exclusive design
• 100% recyclable materials
• Ability to lock frame and wheel
• Dimensions: 16”x8”
• Made in USA

Standard
Product Line

Circular Rack
“There are no old roads to
new directions.” - Boston
Consulting Group

Post Rack

HD Inverted U Rack
3014 Series

“Whoever invented the bicycle
deserves the thanks of humanity.” -Lord Charles Beresford

efficient.

intuitive.

Specifications

Specifications

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stainless or mild steel
Modern, sophisticated design
12 day lead time
Exclusive bead blast finish
2 bike capacity
Smaller, less obtrusive mounting feet
100% recyclable materials
Dimensions: 36”x32”
Made in USA

3002 Series

Stainless or mild steel
Simple, proven design
12 day lead time
Variety of finish options
2 bike capacity
Smaller, less obtrusive mounting feet
100% recyclable materials
Dimensions: 23”x36”

“Think of bicycles as rideable
art that can just about save
the world.” - Grant Petersen

1008 Series

space saving.
Specifications
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stainless or mild steel
Space saving design
12 day lead time
Variety of finish options
2 bike capacity
100% recyclable materials
Dimensions: 17”x36”

Narrow ST Inverted U
“Irritability means too much on
your mind and not enough bike
riding.” - bumper sticker

3005 Series

Wide ST Inverted U
“Nothing compares with the
simple pleasure of a bike ride.”
-John F. Kennedy

Compact U Rack
3006 Series

no compromise.

functional.

Specifications

Specifications

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stainless or mild steel
Timeless design
12 day lead time
Varied finishes
2 bike capacity
Smaller, less obtrusive mounting feet
100% recyclable materials
Dimensions: 35”x24”

Stainless or mild steel
Modern, sophisticated design
12 day lead time
Varied finishes
2 bike capacity
Smaller, less obtrusive mounting feet
100% recyclable materials
Dimensions: 35”x31”

“Brains before beauty, wear your
helmet!” - Unknown

3003 Series

durable.
Specifications
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mild steel
Modern, compact design
12 day lead time
Varied finishes
2 bike capacity
Smaller, less obtrusive mounting feet
100% recyclable materials
Dimensions: 14”x30”

Mounting Rails
“Ride as much or as little, or
as long or as short as you
feel. But ride.” -Eddy Merckx

Sign Plates
3015 Series

“A bicycle ride is a flight from
sadness.” - James E. Starrs,
The Noiseless Tenor

Mounting Hardware
1009 Series

flexible.

branded.

Specifications

Specifications

• Variety of mounting options and hardware
including anti-theft solutions
• Allows for easier movement of racks if not
secured to the ground for events, etc.
• Engineered, extruded aluminum provides
the strength of steel, without having to
worry about rust
• Versatility and adaptability based on site requirements (perpendicular or angled parking with any Sportworks U-Rack)
• 2-10 bike configurations per set of rails

• Custom sign plates as well as standard designs
available
• Pricing depends on design

“Bicycles have no walls.”
- Paul Cornish

3000 Series

secure.
Specifications
• Variety of mounting hardware options for all
of our products
• We will consult with you to determine the
best hardware for your specific application

Josta® Bike Parking Products
“Life is like riding a bike. In
order to keep your balance,
you mist keep moving.
-Albert Einstein

Josta Series

Storage Lockers
“Truly, the bicycle is the most
influential piece of product
design ever.” - Hugh Pearman

Bike Cages and Shelters
Locker Series

high density.

shelter.

Specifications

Specifications

• Patented wheel gripping mechanism
• Worldwide standard for high density bike
parking
• Movable security bar
• Gas assisted cylinder to aid in lifting and
lowering the rack
• Customized solutions
• Triple stacking options also available

• Weatherproof, secure and adaptable
• Custom perforated patterns on the doors and
sides
• Locking via standard U-lock, padlock or optional
key lock
• Optional perforation designs with a logo or custom design
• Various sizes available
• Customization available

“Creativity is thinking up new
things. Innovation is doing
new things.” - Theodore Levitt

Covered Series

covered.
Specifications
• Custom designed based on your site requirements
• LED and solar options available
• Various locking options available
• Integrated bike racks afford long term storage
• Adaptable for use indoors or outdoors

Deluxe Public Repair Stand
“Nothing says independence
like a bicycle.” - Unknown

3002 Series

HS Public Bike Pump
“It never gets easier, you just
go faster.” - Greg LeMond

3002 Series

sturdy.

helpful.

Specifications

Specifications

• Instruction label and QR code for repair
help
• Aircraft cable secures eight common
bicycle tools (some models with retractable cables)
• Thick walled DOM tubing is finished in
galvanized, stainless steel, or powder
coated
• Unique construction prevents bicycles
from being locked to stand
• Several models and finishes available

• Completely sealed from the elements
• Custom cut resistant steel braided core air hose
and dual valve pump head
• Proprietary piston and rod seal ensures a long
service life
• Optional tool set tethered by stainless steel
cable
• Several models and finishes available

HS Vending Machine
“Every time I see an adult on
a bicycle I no longer despair
for the future of the human
race.” -H.G. Wells

3002 Series

variety.
Specifications
• Rugged, built to withstand inside and
outside conditions
• Internal heating and cooling elements
• Configured to accept all major payment
methods including coins, bills, credit and
stored value cards
• Ideal for low supervision or high crime areas
• Embedded telemetry to remotely monitor
stock on hand

Great people.
Great products.

While last year was a great year, we are even more excited about the future.
Cities and businesses across the country are recognizing the importance
of providing amenities to people who ride their bikes as they are taking to
the streets like never before and we are seeing commute rates via bike
skyrocket. We’re thrilled to be a key leader in this growing market and also
excited about our recent product launches. Our Vertical+ rack quickly set
the standard for vertical bike parking by providing the high density storage
that architects and planners are looking for, while providing the innovative
features that cyclists are longing for.

We continue to see exponential growth from our No Scratch® line of bike parking
products as well as our Plaza series, but we’re not stopping there. Our engineering
team will be working hard to continue to provide innovative cycling infrastructure
solutions at a competitive price. Lastly, we want to thank our customers – end users, architects, specifiers, advocates, planners, property managers and developers.
You have realized that there is a better idea in bike parking and have helped us
get the word out about our products. You have provided valuable feedback so that
we can continue to refine our design process and consistently deliver innovative
cycling infrastructure products to the market.

About Us
Our Story

Advocacy

Sportworks® has been designing and manufacturing bicycle products since 1990. We designed
the industry’s first Bike-Rack-for-Buses™ in
1993, and currently supply these transit racks to
over 500 municipalities throughout North America. In 2011, we developed a line of stationary
bike parking products including the innovative No
Scratch® rack, the first bike rack with a fully
integrated, non-abrasive bumper that protects
bikes. Sportworks® transit racks are Buy America and all of our bike parking products meet
the strict material sourcing criteria of the Living
Building Challenge and LEED.

Sportworks® has been involved with every aspect of bike-on-bus programs since inception.
From bicycle advocacy, legislation, sourcing
of federal funds, marketing, safety and maintenance; to the general operations of bike-on-bus
programs in the transit environment, we regularly
consult with transit agencies, community groups
and bicycle advocacy organizations to continually
meet their multi-modal needs.

So what’s the Sportworks® difference? We
don’t settle for the status quo! We are dedicated
to the continual pursuit of improving the way
bicycles, public transportation, and urban environments work together. We work hand-in-hand
with customers to create innovative products and
push what it means to be a company that lives
by its core values. At Sportworks®, we’re passionate about making the world more accessible
to bicycling and are proud to offer thoughtful,
well-engineered products that promote bicycling,
healthy lifestyles and global sustainability.

Our employees are passionate about producing exceptionally high quality and cost efficient
products. All Sportworks® products are manufactured using state-of-the-art technology and
proudly made in America.

Made in America

“Design is a
funny word.
Some people
think design
means how it
looks. But of
course, if you dig
deeper, it’s really
how it works.”
-Steve Jobs

Sportworks Northwest Inc.
15540 Wood-Red Rd NE
Bldg A-200
Woodinville, WA 98072
Tel : 425-483-7000
Fax : 425-488-9001
Email : info@sportworks.com
Web : www.sportworks.com

